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Let G be a semisimple Lie group with finite center and L the centralizer of a
torus in G. An explicit intertwining operator is constructed from a nonunitary
principal series for G into Dolbeault cohomology on GL. The image lies in the
space of strongly harmonic forms. This paper generalizes results in (L. Barchini,
A. W. Knapp, and R. Zierau, J. Funct. Anal. 107 (1992), 302341) by replacing the
one-dimensional fiber over GL with certain Langlands quotients.  1997 Academic
Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The tradition of constructing representations for connected semisimple
Lie groups by cohomology methods began with the BottBorelWeil theorem
in [Bo]. Though the Theorem of the Highest Weight was well-known at
the time, irreducible representations of compact connected Lie groups
were given concretely as sheaf cohomology spaces on vector bundles over
generalized flag manifolds.
This result can be interpreted in several ways. Lie algebra cohomology
([Ko1]), Dolbeault cohomology ([S1]), and harmonic forms ([GS])
have all evolved as methods for studying the noncompact case.
Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with finite center, g0 its Lie
algebra, and K a maximal compact subgroup. Denote the complexification
of g0 by g.
The first major generalization was Schmid’s proof of the KostantLanglands
conjecture ([Ko2], [L1]). In a series of papers beginning in [S1] and
ending in [S2], Schmid gave an L2-cohomology construction of the
discrete series; these representations occur in spaces of strongly harmonic
L2-sections on certain line bundles. In many cases, Schmid established a
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definite relationship between the L2-cohomology and the associated
Dolbeault cohomology.
Meanwhile Langlands [L2] solved the classification problem for irreducible
admissible representations using methods of real parabolic induction. Knapp
and Zuckerman revised this classification in [KZ] in terms of discrete
series and limits of discrete series. The final result gives the classification in
terms of ‘‘Langlands quotients’’ of the standard induced representations
induced from cuspidal parabolic subgroups.
Zuckerman tried generalizing Schmid’s construction to obtain a wider
class of representations in Dolbeault cohomology, but he found the analytic
difficulties to be insurmountable using the techniques at hand. Instead, he
distilled the algebraic properties of the problem into an analogous theory
now known as cohomological induction. Modules constructed via cohomo-
logical induction are known as VoganZuckerman modules. Details of the
theory can be found in [V2], [K3] and [KV]. Many powerful results have
descended from cohomological induction, notably an algebraic classification
of irreducible admissible (g, K)-modules, placement of VoganZuckerman
modules in the Langlands classification, and methods for detecting
unitarity algebraically.
Recently Wong has overcome the analytic obstacles in Zuckerman’s
geometric formulation. The problem, known as the Maximal Globalization
Conjecture, is formulated precisely in [V2] and proven in [Wo]. This
conjecture states that the analytic and algebraic cohomologies coincide; the
non-vanishing Dolbeault cohomology group for a certain infinite-dimen-
sional vector bundle has a well-behaved Fre chet topology and has as its
underlying (g, K)-module the VoganZuckerman module with the corre-
sponding parameters.
Results in [V3] relating the Langlands classification and cohomological
induction were derived using the methods of homological algebra. We
construct integral intertwining operators that demonstrate this relationship
directly at the analytic level. Here is a strategy to be used in constructing
such operators:
(1.1) Pick parameters for a given irreducible representation relevant
to the cohomological induction theory.
(1.2) Identify the Langlands’ parameters of the VoganZuckerman
module associated to parameters in (1.1) by known theorems. Construct
the associated standard representation induced from a cuspidal parabolic
subgroup.
(1.3) Construct a mapping from the representation in (1.2) into
the space of strongly harmonic forms associated to the representation
in (1.1).
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(1.4) Show that the mapping in (1.3) remains nonzero when followed
with passage to Dolbeault cohomology.
The main results of this paper, which occur as Theorems 13.2, 13.3, and
13.4, address steps (1.3) and (1.4) when the domain is a standard represen-
tation induced from a minimal (cuspidal) parabolic subgroup. This work
generalizes techniques found in [BKZ]; work on an aspect of the non-
minimal parabolic case can be found in [Ba].
The representations are constructed in Sections 36, addressing steps
(1.1) and (1.2). Sections 3 and 4 collect their defining data and Sections 5
and 6 give their constructions.
Sections 711 concern cohomology results where the fiber for cohomol-
ogy is a nonunitary principal series representation for L. An intertwining
operator S (defined in Theorem 7.2) maps a nonunitary principal series
representation for G into the cochain space for cohomology. The image of
S will lie in the kernel of  by Theorem 8.2 and in the kernel of the formal
adjoint to  by Theorem 9.14.
In Section 11 the operator S is shown to have nonzero image in Dolbeault
cohomology. The technique is to compose S with a Penrose transform. An
explicit formula for this composition is given in Theorem 11.9, from which
non-vanishing follows in Corollary 11.11.
In Chapter 13 the results of Sections 711 are shown to hold if the fiber
for cohomology is replaced with its irreducible quotient. The quotient is
given in terms of the Langlands quotient operator. The analogs of Theorem 8.2,
Theorem 9.14, and Corollary 11.11 are respectively Theorem 13.2, Theorem 13.3,
and Theorem 13.4.
Showing that S descends to the Langlands quotient remains. Results in
[Wo] suggest methods of doing so, but we do not pursue them here.
It is a pleasure to thank Anthony Knapp for introducing me to this
subject. This paper benefitted greatly from discussions with him, Michael
Eastwood, Toshiyuke Kobayashi, Hisayosi Matumoto, Bent O3 rsted,
and David Vogan. Gestur O lafsson also contributed some useful sugges-
tions. Part of this work was done while I was a visitor at Institut Mittag
Leffler.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Let g0=k0 p0 be the Cartan decomposition corresponding to K, let %
be the corresponding Cartan involution of g0 , and let 3 be the corre-
sponding Cartan involution of G.
Let GC be the complexification of the adjoint group of G. As a conven-
tion, real Lie algebras have zero subscripts; their complexifications do not.
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We denote the Killing form on g by ( } , } ). For X, Y # g, set (X, Y) =
(X, Y ).
Let h0=t0 a0 be a %-stable Cartan subalgebra in g0 with compact part
t0 and associated Cartan subgroup H=TA. We assume that a0 is maxi-
mally abelian in p0 and that dim t0>0. Then the subgroup M=ZK (a0) is
compact, although not necessarily connected. Let M0 be the identity
component of M, and let m0 be its Lie algebra. Note that t0 is maximal
abelian in m0 .
Choose a nonzero X # t0 , and let L=ZG(X ). The subgroup L is
connected and 3-stable. Let l0 be the Lie algebra of L. Choose a %-stable
parabolic subalgebra q=lu in g. Then GL is an open complex sub-
manifold of the compact complex manifold GCQ, where Q is the analytic
subgroup of GC with Lie algebra q. We identify (via this inclusion) the
antiholomorphic tangent space at the identity of GL with u.
3. PARABOLIC SUBALGEBRAS AND ROOTS
We will need to consider several root systems, and here we establish their
positive roots by way of parabolic subalgebras. These subalgebras will
depend somewhat on the parameters for the Dolbeault cohomology, which
we fix in this section in accordance with [KV], Theorem 11.216. Let *M be
an element of t* which is integral for M0 , and let & # a*. Several restrictions
will be imposed on *M and & presently. All vector bundles considered are
holomorphic and homogeneous.
Let b be any Borel subalgebra of l & m containing t. We denote the
( } , } )-ortho-complement of t in b by nL & MT . The subalgebra b$=
b (u & m) is a Borel subalgebra for m; we denote its nilpotent radical
by nMT .
Form any real parabolic subgroup of L with Levi factor (L & M) A, and
denote its nilpotent factor by NL . Let (nL)0 be the Lie algebra of NL . Also
let N L be the subgroup of G with Lie algebra %(nL)0=(n L)0 .
Let 2(g, h) denote the roots of g with respect to h, and let the root space
decomposition be given by
g=h 
: # 2(g, h)
g: ,
where g: is the root space associated to :. We choose positive root systems
for l and g. Let
2+(l, h)=[roots contributing to nL nL & MT],
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and let
2+(g, h)=2+(l, h) _ 2(u, h).
If g$ is a subalgebra of g with semisimple h action and 2(g$, h) is the set
of h-weights, define
$(g$)= 12 :
: # 2(g$)
:.
Theorem 11.216 of [KV] starts with a Vogan-Zuckerman module and
produces its Langlands parameters. From a practical viewpoint, our approach
begins with the Langlands parameters; the end result is the cohomology.
Here are the restrictions on our parameters (via [KV], Theorem 11.216):
(3.1) (Re &, ;) 0 for every positive a-root ; of l,
(3.2) *M+$(nL & MT) is strictly dominant for b, and
(3.3) (*M+$(nL & MT)+$(u & m)+Re &, :) 0 for all : # 2(u, h).
To guarantee nonzero cohomology, *M and & are also chosen in
accordance with Theorem 8.2 of [KV]; see also [Wo]. Condition (3.1) is
strengthened further in Section 12.
We choose a real parabolic subgroup for G with Levi factor MA. The
Lie algebra n0 of the nilpotent factor N is chosen to satisfy
(3.4) 2(n) is closed under conjugation,
(3.5) 2(n) contains 2+real(l, h), and
(3.6) (Re &, :)0 for : # 2(n).
Define n 0=%n0 .
4. DISCONNECTEDNESS OF M
As noted before, the group M is compact but not necessarily connected.
We follow Chapter IV, Section 2 of [KV].
The disconnectedness of M is captured by a large Cartan subgroup TM .
Let M=M0TM , where TM=NM(b$), the normalizer of b$ in M. The
irreducible representations of M are in one-one correspondence with the
irreducible dominant representations of TM . Thus we further assume that
*M occurs in an irreducible dominant representation VTM of TM . Let
(_, V_) be the associated irreducible M-representation. When M is connec-
ted, _ is the M-representation with highest weight *M . In general, V_ is a
direct sum of irreducible m-representations; the set of highest weights is a
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TM -orbit of *M , each occurring with the same multiplicity. Let ( } , } ) _ be
an M-invariant inner product on V_.
Let TL & M=NL & M(b), a large Cartan subgroup of L & M with identity
component T. Since L & M normalizes u & m, TL & M=TM & (L & M).
Since TM is compact, VTM is fully reducible under the action of TL & M ; we
fix an irreducible component containing a nonzero weight vector , for *M .
This is an irreducible dominant representation for TL & M since it contains
a dominant weight. Define ({, V{) as the associated irreducible (L & M)-
representation contained in V_. Denote the orthogonal projection from V_
to V{ by P{ . Let ( } , } ) { be the L & M-invariant inner product on V {
induced from ( } , } ) _ .
One final observation is that
P{((u & m) V_)=0. (4.1)
Each irreducible summand of V{ as an l & m-representation is contained in
an irreducible summand of the m-representation V_ with the same highest
weight. Thus u & m cannot map elements of one irreducible summand in
V{ into another; hence it is enough to prove the observation in the case of
one summand.
Let V {i be an l & m-summand with highest weight *i and highest weight
vector vi . Consideration of roots shows that every weight of V {i is of the
form
#=*i&: n: :
where : ranges over the simple roots in 2+(l & m, t). Application of the
t-simple root vector E&; in u & m to any vector in V {i gives a weight vector
in the corresponding m-summand V _i ; this vector does not have a weight
as above. Thus the observation holds.
5. THE PRINCIPAL SERIES REPRESENTATION
The domain of the operator S will be a non-unitary principal series
representation of G. There are several possible ways of defining this
representation, and in this paper we use two of them.
Recall the representation (_, V_) of M from the last section. Let \G be
half the sums of the a0 -roots of n0 . The non-unitary principal series
representation
(?G , indGMAN (_e
&1))
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has as a dense subspace (denoted by C(GMAN, _e&))
[ f # C(G, V_) : f (gman)=e&(&+\G)log a_(m)&1 f (g)
for m # M, a # A and n # N] (5.1)
and G acts by
(?G(g) f )(x)= f (g&1x). (5.2)
The space is completed with respect to the norm
& f &2G=|
K
| f (k)| 2_ dk. (5.3)
This construction is known as the induced picture; this picture is easier to
use when the focus is group actions.
For g # G, let g=}(g) eH(g)n(g) be the Iwasawa decomposition for G=
KAN. We can get a representation equivalent to the previous represen-
tation by restricting functions in the dense subspace to K and completing
with respect to the same norm. The group action becomes
(?G(g) f )(k)=e&(&+\G) H(g
&1k)f (}(g&1k)). (5.4)
This construction is known as the compact picture and has the benefit of
making the space independent of the parameter &. This space will be used
implicitly when computing with minimal K-types.
On the space of smooth vectors in either realization, we extend the
g0 -action to g by complex linearity.
6. THE DOLBEAULT COHOMOLOGY REPRESENTATION
Recall that if (?, W ) is a Fre chet representation of L, one can construct
a homogeneous holomorphic vector bundle over GL with coefficients in
W. Since our primary interest is the space of sections of this bundle, we
omit construction of this bundle; this can be found in [K5] and [TW].
The sections will be realized instead as functions on G with certain invariance
properties.
In the present case, W will be infinite dimensional. The representation of
L will be a principal series representation induced from the minimal
parabolic subgroup (L & M) ANL . Let \L be half the sum of the a0-roots
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of (nL)0 . In the next section we will construct a one-dimensional represen-
tation /&1 of L & M which has differential &$(u & m)&$(u); let {$=/{.
Construct the representation (?L , W ) with
W=indL(L & M) ANL({$e
&1)
as in Section 5. Here a dense subspace is given by
[ f # C(L, V{$) : f (lman)=e&(&+\L) log a{$(m)&1 f (l )] ; (6.1)
the other features are given by replacing G and K with L and L & K.
Let s=dim(u & k). We are interested in the (0, s)-th Dolbeault cohomol-
ogy group H 0, sDol(GL, W) of the holomorphic vector bundle (GL, W ).
We defer questions of topology to [Wo]. The image of the intertwining
operator S will lie in the space of strongly harmonic forms on this bundle.
Let C0, k(GL, W) denote the space of smooth (0, k)-forms with coefficients
in W. These forms can be represented as the space
\C  \G, W
k
u*++
L
,
which consists of smooth functions F from G into Wk u* with the
property that
F(gl )=(?L(l)Ad(l ))&1 F(g), (6.2)
where g # G and l # L. In Section 8, we give an explicit formula for the 
operator; since  2=0, we can define the (0, k)-th Dolbeault cohomology
group
H 0, kDol(GL, W )=(ker  k)(im  k&1),
where  i is the restriction of  to C0, i (GL, W ).
We define the formal adjoint  * in Section 9 on all of C0, k(GL, W ) for
each k. Define the space of strongly harmonic (0, k)-forms
H0, k(GL, W )=(ker  k) & (ker  k*).
Since each element of H0, k(GL, W) is a cocycle, there is a natural map
c : H0, k(GL, W )  H 0, kDol(GL, W). (6.3)
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7. THE OPERATOR S
Before defining the operator S, we construct a distinguished element of
s u*. Choose a basis [X:] of h-root vectors for g; a subset of these root
vectors form a basis for u and let [|:] denote the corresponding basis
for u*. Let
2s=2(u & m) _ 2(u & n ).
As in [BKZ], define
|S= 
: # 2s
|: . (7.1)
We note from [BKZ] that |S is an a-weight vector with weight \G&\L
and L & M acts on |S by the character /&1. /&1 is one-dimensional since
L normalizes u and M normalizes m and n .
Under the usual action by ad, |S vanishes when acted upon by elements
in u & n or u & m. This follows because ad(X:) |; is a (possibly zero)
multiple of |;&: when X: # g: and |; is the vector dual to X; in u*; since
the root spaces have multiplicity one and ad |u & mu & n has no non-trivial
fixed vectors in u*, each factor of |S is mapped to another factor (up to
scale) of different weight. Hence the exterior product vanishes. A similar
argument shows vanishing under nL .
Note that the above implies C|S is an irreducible (L & M) ANL
representation.
Theorem 7.2. The intertwining operator
S : indGMAN (_e
&1)  C 0, s(GL, W )
is defined by
[Sf (x)](l )=P{( f (xl )) Ad(l ) |S , (7.3)
where x # G and l # L.
Proof. First we show that [Sf (x)] has the correct (L & M) ANL-
invariance as a function of L. If m # L & M, a # A and n # NL then
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[Sf (x)](lman)
=P{( f (xlman)) Ad(lman) |S
=P{( f (xlman)) Ad(lma) |S
by the nL vanishing property of |S
=P{(e&(&+\G) log a_(m)&1 f (xl )) e(\G&\L) log a/(m)&1 Ad(l ) |S
by (5.1) and the (L & M) A-action on |S
=e&(&+\L) log a/(m)&1 {(m)&1 P{( f (xl)) Ad(l ) |S
=e&(&+\L) log a{$(m)&1 [(Sf (x))(l )].
Hence [Sf (x)] is in indL(L & M) ANL({$e
&1).
To show that Sf (x) has the correct L-invariance, observe that
[Sf (xl $)](l )=P{( f (xl $)) Ad(l ) |S
=P{( f (xl $l )) Ad(l $)&1 Ad(l $l ) |S
=Ad(l $)&1 [(Sf (x))(l $l )]
=[(?L(l $)Ad(l $))&1 Sf (x)](l ).
It follows that the image of S lies in the space of cochains. K
Remark. The formula for S follows from a composition of maps which
we describe below. Note that we include the parameter shifts for clarity.
indGMAN (_e
&+\G 1)  indG(L & M) ANL({e
&+\G 1)
 indGL(ind
L
(L & M) ANL
({e&+\G 1))
 indGL \indL(L & M) ANL({$e&+\L 1)
s
u*+ .
The first map is given by projecting the values into V{. The second is a
double induction isomorphism; this is given by
[(8f )(x)](l )= f (xl ) (7.4)
for f # indG(L & M) ANL(_e
&1). For the third map, let V|S be the cyclic
span of |S by L. Note that C|S is an irreducible (L & M) ANL-representa-
tion contained in V|S. Then
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indL(L & M) ANL({e
&+\G 1)$indL(L & M) ANL(({$e
&+\L1)C|S)
/indL(L & M) ANL({$e
&+\L 1)V|S
/indL(L & M) ANL({$e
&+\L 1)
s
u*.
The first line follows by checking the parameters for |S . The second line
follows by a ‘‘Mackey isomorphism’’; right to left, the map is given by
M( fv)(l )= f (l )Ad(l )&1 v, (7.5)
and in the other direction
M$( f )(l )=(1Ad(l )) f (l ). (7.6)
8. THE COCYCLE PROPERTY
In this section a formula for the CauchyRiemann operator
 : C0, k(GL, W)  C0, k+1(GL, W)
is given for all k and shown to annihilate the image of S when k=S.
For f # C(GL, W ) and | # k u*, define
 f|= :
: # 2(u)
X:f (|: 7 |)+ 12 :
: # 2(u)
f ad(X:)(|: 7 |). (8.1)
We note that although this formula uses the basis of root vectors given in
Section 7,  is independent of the complex basis chosen for u.
Theorem 8.2.  b S=0
This theorem follows immediately from the next two lemmas. The first
lemma shows how to remove the dependence on the L-variable, and the
second lemma gives the vanishing property. Note that vanishing occurs
term-by-term with respect to a basis of root vectors.
Fix f in C(GMAN, _e&).
Lemma 8.3. For x # G and l # L,
 (P{( f (x~ l )) Ad(l ) |S)| x~ =x=Ad(l )( (P{( f (x~ )) |S)|x~ =xl).
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Proof. Before computing, we make an observation. If X # g0 , then
Xf (x~ l )|x~ =x =
d
dt
f (x exp(tX ) l )| t=0
=
d
dt
f (xl exp(t Ad(l )&1 X ))| t=0
=(Ad(l )&1 X ) f (x~ )| x~ =xl . (8.4)
Let  = 1+ 2 in accordance with (8.1). Then
 1(P{( f (x~ l )) Ad(l ) |S)|x~ =x
= :
: # 2(u)
(X: P{( f (x~ l ))| x~ =x) |: 7 Ad(l) |S
= :
: # 2(u)
(Ad(l )&1 X:) P{( f (x~ ))|x~ =xl Ad(l )(Ad(l )&1 |: 7 |S)
by (8.4)
=Ad(l ) _ :: # 2(u) (Ad(l )
&1 X:) P{( f (x~ ))|x~ =xl Ad(l )&1 |: 7 |S&
=Ad(l ) I
and
 2(P{( f (x~ l )) Ad(l ) |S)|x~ =x
= 12 :
: # 2(u)
P{( f (xl )) ad(X:)(|: 7 Ad(l ) |S)
= 12 :
: # 2(u)
P{( f (xl )) Ad(l ) Ad(l )&1 ad(X:) Ad(l )(Ad(l )&1 |: 7 |S)
=Ad(l ) _ 12 :: # 2(u) P{( f (xl )) ad(Ad(l )
&1 X:)(Ad(l )&1 |: 7|S)&
=Ad(l ) II.
Thus the left hand side in the Lemma is equal to Ad(l )(I+II). But the
definition of  is independent of the complex basis chosen for u; since Ad(l )
is a complex linear isomorphism on u, the lemma follows. K
Lemma 8.5. For x # G,  (P{( f (x~ )) |S)| x~ =x=0.
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Proof. Using the notation for  1 and  2 as in Lemma 1, we have
 1(P{( f (x~ )) |S)|x~ =x= :
: # 2(u)
(X:P{( f (x~ )))|x~ =x |: 7 |S . (8.6)
If : # 2(u & m) _ 2(u & n ) then |: 7|S=0 by definition of |S . If
: # 2(u & n) then Re(X:) and Im(X:) are in n0 . Hence X:P{( f (x~ ))| x~ =x=0
by complex linearity of the derivative and right N-invariance of f.
Next we have
 2(P{( f (x~ )) |S)|x=x~ = :
: # 2(u)
P{( f (x)) ad(X:)(|: 7 |S). (8.7)
If : # 2(u & m) _ 2(u & n ) then |: 7|S=0 by definition of |S . If
: # 2(u & n) then
ad(X:)(|: 7 |S)=|: 7 ad(X:) |S=0 (8.8)
by the u & n-vanishing property of |S .
Thus the lemma follows. K
9. THE STRONGLY HARMONIC PROPERTY
The proof that  * b S=0 closely resembles the proof in the previous
section except that some care must be used when computing with the
adjoints. Recall the G-invariant Hermitian form ( } , } ) on g. This induces
a nondegenerate Hermitian form on g and in particular a nondegenerate
Hermitian form on u. This form extends to a nondegenerate Hermitian
form on k u* in a natural way for each k.
We will also need to define adjoints for operators on W. First we change
our point of view on W to the compact picture. Recall the Iwasawa decom-
position of Section 5. The Iwasawa decomposition of L=(L & K) ANL
coincides with the one for G=KAN. We will use the same notation.
Recall that the norm for W is given by
& f &2L=|
L & K
| f (l )| 2{ dl, (9.1)
where f # W and dl is the Haar measure for L & K. This norm does not
in general give a unitary structure for W, but one can use it to get an
L-invariant non-degenerate pairing between (?L , W ) and (?$L , W$), where
W$=indL(L & M) ANL({$e
&& 1).
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The group action for ?$L is given by
(?$L(l ) f )(k)=e&(&& +\L) log af (}(l&1k)). (9.2)
Note that W and W$ are the same space in the compact picture. The proof
of this invariance occurs as Lemmas 20 and 24 in [KuS].
With these pairings in place, one can define the formal adjoint  * as
usual by
|
GL
( f (x),  *g(x)) dx=|
GL
( f (x), g(x)) dx, (9.3)
where f runs through the W$-valued (0, k)-forms with compact support
module L and g is a W-valued (0, k)-form.
First we prove the analog of Lemma 8.3, writing our formula for  *
simply as
 *f|= :
: # 2(u)
(X:)* f (|:)* |+ 12 :
: # 2(u)
f (Ad(X:))* (|:)* |. (9.4)
To begin, we note some adjoint formulas (without proof).
Lemma 9.5. For l # L,
(a) Ad(l )* X=Ad(l )&1 X for X # u,
(b) (|:)* Ad(l ) |=Ad(l )((Ad(l )&1 |:)* |) for | # k u*, and
(c) ad(X;)* Ad(l ) |:=Ad(l )(ad(Ad(l )&1 X;)* |:).
Again fix f # C(GMAN, _e&).
Lemma 9.6. For x # G and l # L,
 *(P{( f (x~ l )) Ad(l ) |S)| x~ =x=Ad(l )( *(P{ f (x~ ) |S)|x~ =xl).
Proof. As in Section 8, let  *= 1*+ 2* in the obvious manner. As
before, we consider each sum separately. Again we note that the formula
for  * is independent of the u-basis chosen.
For the first sum, we note from (8.4) and from Lemma 9.5(a) that if
X # g0 and l # L then
X*f (x~ l )|x~ =x=(Ad(l )&1 X )* f (x~ )|x~ =xl . (9.7)
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We compute
 1*(P{( f (x~ l )) Ad(l ) |S)|x~ =x
= :
: # 2(u)
((X:)* P{( f (x~ l ))| x~ =x)(|:)* Ad(l ) |S
= :
: # 2(u)
(Ad(l )&1 X:)* P{( f (x~ ))|x~ =xl Ad(l )(Ad(l )&1 |: )*|S
by Lemma 9.5(b) and (9.7)
=Ad(l ) _ :: # 2(u) (Ad(l )
&1 X:)* (P{ f (x~ ))|x~ =xl (Ad(l )&1 |:)* |S &
=Ad(l ) I$.
For the second sum we have that
 2*(P{( f (x~ l )) Ad(l ) |S)|x~ =x
= 12 :
: # 2(u)
P{( f (xl )) ad(X:)* ((|:)* Ad(l ) |S)
= 12 :
: # 2(u)
P{( f (xl )) Ad(l) Ad(l )&1 ad(X:)* Ad(l)((Ad(l )&1 |:)* |S)
by Lemma 9.5(b)
=Ad(l) _ 12 :: # 2(u) P{( f (xl )) ad(Ad(l )
&1 X:)* ((Ad(l )&1 |:)* |S)&
by Lemma 9.5(c)
=Ad(l) II$.
As in Lemma 8.3, I$+II$ is just  *(P{( f (x~ )) |S) | x~ =xl written in terms of
the u-basis [Ad(l)&1 X:]. Thus the lemma follows. K
To show that P{( f (x)) |S lies in the kernel of  *, it will be enough
to compute in terms of root vectors, independent of scale. Note that
(X: , X;) is nonzero if ;=&: and is zero otherwise. Thus,
(|: 7 )*=c: i(X&: ),
a constant multiple of the interior product, which is defined on
|=|:1 7 } } } 7 |:k # 
k
u*
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by
i(X&: ) |={(&1)
m&1 |:1 7 } } } 7 |^:m 7 } } } 7 |:k
0
if :=&: m ,
otherwise.
Lemma 9.8. ad(X:)* |; is a multiple of |;&: .
Proof. Assume ;&: is a root. Then
(ad(X:)* |; , |#) =(|; , ad(X:) |#)
=(|; , c:# |#&:)
{0 only if ;=&(#&:),
where c:# is a constant depending on X: and X# . Thus ad(X:)* |; is a
multiple of |;&: . K
Lemma 9.9. For x # G,  *(P{ f (x~ ) |S)|x~ =x=0.
Proof. First consider
 1*(P{( f (x~ )) |S)| x~ =x= :
: # 2(u)
(X:)* P{( f (x~ ))|x~ =x c: i(X&: ) |S . (9.10)
If : # 2(u & n) then X : # u & n and
(X:)* P{( f (x))=(&X :) P{( f (x))=0 (9.11)
by complex linearity of the derivative and right N-invariance of f.
If : # 2(u & m) then X : # u & m and
X :P{( f (x))=&P{(_(X :) f (x))+0. (9.12)
The first equality follows from complex linearity of the derivative and the
right M-translation property of f: the second follows since P{((u & m) V_)
=0 by (4.1). If : # 2(u & n ) then i(X&: ) |S=0; since &: # 2(u & n), |&:
is not a factor of |S .
Next
 2*(P{( f (x~ )) |S)| x~ =x= 12 :
: # 2(u)
P{( f (x)) ad(X:)* c: i(X&: ) |S . (9.13)
Again if : # 2(u & n ) then i(X&: ) |S=0 since |&: is not a factor of |S .
If : # 2(u & n) _ 2(u & m) then Lemma 9.8 shows that ad(X:)* |S=0
using the same argument as for the highest weight property of |S . K
Combining Lemmas 9.6 and 9.9 as in Section 8, we get
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Theorem 9.14.  * b S=0.
10. MINIMAL K-TYPES
For S to be useful, we must show that passing to Dolbeault cohomol-
ogy does not result in the zero operator. Rather than attempt this proof
directly, a Penrose transform will be used as stated in the Introduction.
The definition of this operator depends directly on the relationship between
the minimal L & K-types of W and the minimal K-types of indGMAN (_e
&1).
This relationship follows from Theorem 11.230 in [KV] and is the reason
for imposing condition (3.3). Explicit formulas for minimal K-types can be
found in [K1].
Minimal K-types were defined in full generality for irreducible admissible
representations in [V1]. An important property is that the minimal K-types
for standard induced representations always have multiplicity one.
Suppose indGMAN (_e&1) has a minimal K-type of type +. Let (+, V+)
be an abstract copy with K-invariant inner product ( } , } ) + . Let ({L , V{L)
be the space of u & k-invariants in V+; this space is an irreducible L & K-
representation. We also note that by an argument similar to the one for
(4.1),
P{L((u & k) V
+)=0, (10.1)
where P{L is the projection from V
+ to V{L.
Let |C be a nonzero element of s(u & k)*; since this form has highest
degree, the space C|C is a one-dimensional irreducible L & K-representa-
tion /&1L .
Define the L & K-representation ({$L , V{$L) by {$L={L /L . We consider
it as a different representation with the same space and inner product as for
{L . We can arrange spaces such that
V{=V{$/V_/V+
and
V{$/V{$L/V+;
this can be done since character shifts are accounted for by redefining the
group action and not the space. Thus all inner products are restrictions
from ( } , } ) + .
Using the BottBorelWeil theorem, consider the map
V+  H0, s(K(L & K), V {$L)
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which sends
v  fv
by
fv(k)=P{L(+(k)
&1 v)|C . (10.2)
This map is K-equivariant and descends to cohomology since the image lies
in the space of top forms. The map to cohomology is an isomorphism. By
appealing to the adjoint formula for the  operator in [GS], one can see
that the image vanishes under the adjoint of  using (10.1). Thus these
forms are harmonic and give representatives for nonzero cohomology
classes by Kodaira-Hodge theory.
What follows depends on the connection between + and {$L ; we will
consider function analogs of these spaces in indGMAN (_e
&1) and W. {$L
will occur as a minimal L & K-type in W and be related to the + type in
the above fashion.
The + minimal K-type space for indGMAN (_e
&1) has elements of the
form
fv(kan)=e&(&+\G) log aP_(+(k)&1 v) (kan # G), (10.3)
where v # V+, and the {$L minimal L & K-type for W has elements of the
form
gw(kan)=e&(&+\L) log aP{$({$L(k)&1 w) (kan # L), (10.4)
where w # V{$L. Denote these spaces by V +G and V
{$L
L , respectively.
Parameter shifts are used in order to introduce cohomology; to get nice
formulas, they will need to be removed. Define V {LL as the space of L & K-
functions
[ f/L=/L f : f # V
{$L
L ]. (10.5)
This is just a function version of V{L; left translations by elements of L & K
act as ?L /&1L .
Define
I : V {LL  V
{L
by
If =|
L & K
{L(l ) f (l ) dl, (10.6)
where dl is the Haar measure on L & K.
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First, this operator intertwines the L & K-actions; for f # V{$LL and l $ # L & K,
{L(l $) If ={L(l $) |
L & K
{L(l )[ f (l )] dl
=|
L & K
{L(l $l )[ f (l)] dl
=|
L & K
{L(l )[ f (l $&1l )] dl
by a change of variables and Haar measure
=|
L & K
{L(l )[((?L /&1L )(l $) f )(l )] dl
=I((?L /&1L )(l $) f ). (10.7)
To see that I is nonzero, note that for v, w # V{L and
fv(l )=P{({L(l )&1 v) # V {LL ,
(Ifv , w) +=|L & K {L(l ) fv(l ) dl, w+
=|L & K {L(l ) P{({L(l )&1 v) dl, w+
=|
L & K
(P{({L(l )&1 v), {L(l )&1 w) + dl
=|
L & K
:
i
({L(l )&1 v, ,i) + (,i , {L(l )&1 w) + dl,
where [,i] is an orthonormal basis for V{
=|
L & K
:
i
({L(l ) ,i , v) + ({L(l ) ,i , w) + dl
=:
i
1
dim {L
(,i , ,i) + (w, v) +
by Schur orthogonality
=
dim {
dim {L
(v, w) + . (10.8)
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11. NON-VANISHING IN DOLBEAULT COHOMOLOGY
In this section, we will show that S is non-vanishing as a map into
Dolbeault cohomology. To prove this, S will be composed with a Penrose
transform
P : C0, s(GL, W)  C(GK, V+).
It will be shown that P vanishes on  -coboundaries and hence descends to
a map on cohomology (which is also denoted P). This composition will be
nonvanishing on the minimal K-type V+. Hence the image of S cannot be
trivial when passing to cohomology. Further details on Penrose transforms
can be found in [BE].
The composition P b S is of interest in its own right, adding to the
Poisson-type integrals found in [KW], [Ba] and [BKZ].
The argument here adapts that of [BKZ] to the present case. The
following implements the BottBorelWeil theorem in the direction
H0, s(K(L & K), V{$L)  V+.
Let [,$i] be an orthonormal basis of V+. Let | C be the complex
conjugate of |C . Then |C 7 | C is a volume form for K(L & K), and
L & K acts trivially upon it.
Define
i : K  (V {$LL )*
s
(u & k)*
by
[i (k)](v)=(+(k) Iv, ,$i) + | C . (11.1)
Note that one can write an element F of C0, s(K(L & K), V{$L)) in the
form F(k)= f (k)|C where f (k) # V {LL for each k # K. With F represented
in such a manner, define
F } i : K  
2s
(k(l & k))*
by
(F } i)(k)=(+(k) I[ f (k)], ,$i)+ |C 7 | C . (11.2)
Evidently F } i is right invariant under L & K; hence, it is a volume form
on KL & K.
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As in [BKZ], define
P : C0, s(K(L & K), V {$LL )  V
+
by
P(F )=:
i \|K(L & K) F } i dk+ ,$i . (11.3)
This definition allows for some simplification:
Proposition 11.4. For F # C0, s(K(L & K), V {$LL ) and f as above,
P(F )=|
K
+(k)[ f (k)](1) dk.
Proof. We compute that
P(F )=:
i \|KL & K (+(k) I[ f (k)], ,$i) + dk+ ,$i
=:
i
|
KL & K +(k) |L & K {L(l )[ f (k)](l ) dl, ,$i+ dk ,$i
=: |
KL & K
|
L & K
(+(k) {L(l )[ f (k)](l ) dl, ,$i) + dk ,$i
=:
i
|
(K(L & K))_L & K
(+(kl )[ f (kl )](1), ,$i) + dk dl ,$i
=|
K
+(k)[ f (k)](1) dk. K
Let  K be the Cauchy-Riemann operator on KL & K associated to u & k.
Compare the next proposition with Proposition 10.1 of [BKZ].
Proposition 11.5. P is K-equivariant, is independent of the choice of
orthonormal basis [,$i], and annihilates the image of  K .
Proof. The proof will follow entirely from Proposition 11.4. Independence
of the choice of orthonormal basis holds immediately.
K-equivariance follows since for K$ # K and F # C0, s(K(L & K), V {$LL ) with
associated f,
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+(k$) P(F )=+(k$) |
K
+(k)[ f (k)](1) dk
=|
K
+(k$k)[ f (k)](1) dk
=|
K
+(k)[ f (k$&1k)](1) dk
=P(L(k$) F ),
where L is the left translation action of K on C0, s(K(L & K), V {$LL ).
We show the  K -coboundary property. Let [Ei] be a basis for u & k with
corresponding dual basis [|~ i].
Suppose f # C0, s&1(K(L & K), V {$LL ) is given by
f (k)= :
s
i=1
fi (k)|~ i*,
where fi # C0, s(K(L & K), V {$LL ) and
|~ i*=|~ 7 } } } 7 |~^ i 7 } } } |~ s ;
here 7 denotes omission. Note that
 K fi (k)|~ i*= :
s
j=1
Ej fi (k)|~ j 7 |~ *i
+ 12 :
s
j=1
fi (k)ad(Ej)(|~ j 7 |~ j*)
=(&1)i&1 Ei fi (k)|C . (11.6)
Vanishing of the second sum follows since u & k annihilates |C ; this follows
since |C is a top form and u & k is nilpotent.
Now for E # k0 ,
|
K
+(k)[(Efi)(k)](1) dk=|
K
+(k) _ ddt fi (ketE)& (1) dk
=|
K
d
dt
+(ke&tE)[ fi (k)](1) dk
=|
K
+(k) +(&E)([ fi (k)](1)) dk.
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But, using complex linearity of the derivative, we have
|
K
+(k)[(Ei fi)(k)](1) dk=|
K
+(k) +(&Ei)([ fi (k)](1)) dk=0
since +(u & k) V {L=0.
After collecting all terms, we see that P( K f )=0. K
Next define
R*: C0, s(GL, W )  C0, s(K(L & K), V {$LL )
as the pullback of the inclusion
R : \KL & K, V {$LL  
s
u & k+ \GL, W 
s
u+ .
Since this inclusion is holomorphic, R* = K R*. Note that I factors
through R* in the W component and R* projects onto |C in the
s(u & k)* component.
Define the Penrose transform P as
(PF )(x)=P(R*(L(x)&1 F )). (11.7)
Proposition 11.8. The image of  lies in ker P.
Proof. As in [BKZ], we have
P( F )(x)=P(R*(L(x)&1  F ))=P(R*( L(x)&1 F ))
=P( K (R*L(x)&1 F ))
=0. K
Taking the composition with S, we have
P b S : indGMAN (_e
&1)  C0, s(GK, V +).
The formula for P b S allows for simplification.
Theorem 11.9. For some nonzero constant c,
[P b Sf ](x)=c |
K
+(k) P{( f (xk)) dk.
Proof. Since P and S commute with left translations by G, it will be
enough to show the theorem when x=1.
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Consider
(R*Sf )(k)(l )=R*(P{[ f (kl )] Ad(l ) |S) (11.10)
with k # K and l # L & K. The s(u & k)*-component is just a nonzero
multiple of Ad(l ) |C since (|S , |C){0; see [BKZ] for more details.
Thus the nonvanishing piece of Ad(l ) |S is a nonzero multiple of
/L(l )&1 |C .
The term /L(l )&1 can be moved to the W-component (as an L & K-
function space). The domain of the operator I can be extended to this
shifted W. Since I is L & K equivariant and {L occurs in the shifted W with
multiplicity one, I must annihilate all other L & K-types. Since the span of
these L & K-types is dense in the shifted W, I already accounts for the
projection onto V {LL .
Collecting the pieces, the previous paragraph gives
(P b Sf )(1)=c |
K
+(k)(P{[ f (k)]) dk. K
Corollary 11.11. P b S{0.
Proof. Let
f,(kan)=e&((v+\G) log a)P_(+(k)&1 ,),
where , # V{ is given as in Section 4. Then
(P b Sf,(1), ,) + =c |K +(k) P{( f,(k)) dk, ,+
=c |K +(k) P{(P_(+(k)&1 ,)) dk, ,+
=c |
K
(P{(+(k)&1 ,), +(k)&1 ,)+ dk
=c |
K
(P{(+(k)&1 ,), P{(+(k)&1 ,)) + dk
>0 since (P{(,), P{(,)) +>0. K
12. THE LANGLANDS QUOTIENT OPERATOR
Many results concerning cohomological induction or maximal globaliza-
tions are stated in terms of irreducible representations. Until now we have
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not been concerned with irreducibility of W; in this section we introduce
the Langlands quotient operator and recast previous results with this
operator in place.
The key features of the Langlands classification for irreducible admissible
(g, K)-modules are that every such module is infinitesimally equivalent to
an irreducible quotient of some standard induced representation and that
the quotient operation can be written as an integral intertwining operator.
Reformulated via [KZ], these standard induced representations are of the
form
indGM$A$N$(De
& 1),
where M$A$N$ is a real cuspidal parabolic, D is a discrete series or limit of
discrete series representation on M$ and & occurs in the closed positive
Weyl chamber associated to M$A$N$. Since we are interested only in the
case where MAN is minimal cuspidal, we will not define these notions; see
[K2] for further details.
We note that we have not made use of the parameter & in any proofs;
here this parameter becomes important. Reducibility for nonunitary
principal series representations is controlled by &. Conditions (3.1) and
(3.6) guarantee uniqueness of the respective Langlands quotients if the
positivity conditions are strict.
When Re & lies in the positive Weyl chamber associated to NL , the
quotient operator for W is given by
Qf (l )=|
N L
f (ln ) dn , (12.1)
where f is an L & K-finite vector in W and dn L is the left Haar measure on
N L . Calculating shows that the image of Q lies in
W&=indL(L & M) AN L({$e
&1).
We denote the closure of the image of the L & K-finite vectors in W by W .
We recall some facts from [V1]. The minimal L & K-types of W occur
with multiplicity one and are independent of the & parameter. In the
compact picture W and W & are the same space and thus Q can be thought
of as an operator on W. For positive &, Q is nonvanishing on these L & K-
types and by Schur’s Lemma acts by a nonzero scalar on each type.
The K-finite vectors in the image of S take values in W, which are
smooth but not necessarily L & K-finite functions. To use Q, we must
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further restrict &. Lemma 1.3 of [VW] gives the convergence of Q on
smooth functions when Re & is inside the positive Weyl chamber associated
to NL and sufficiently far from the walls. We strengthen (3.1) accordingly.
13. RESULTS WITH QUOTIENTS
We wish to define an associated operator S$ with the quotient operation
on W in place. Definition of bundles and operators are as before with W
replaced by W . Results in [BKZ] and [Ba] are formulated with the
quotient operator already in place; the ‘‘heuristic principle’’ in [K4] leads
one directly to quotient operators.
Define S$=Q b S; that is, we have a map
S$ : indGMAN (_e
&1)  indGL \W 
s
u*+
/indGL \W &
s
u*+
given by
[S$f (x)](l )=|
N L
P{( f (xln )) Ad(ln ) |S dn , (13.1)
where f # indGMAN (_e&1).
That the image space is correct follows from Section 3.1 and that Q maps
W to W .
Theorem 13.2.  b S$=0.
Proof. The integrand vanishes under  for all n # N L from Lemmas 8.3
and 8.5. K
Theorem 13.3.  * b S$=0.
Proof. Similar to Theorem 13.2, this follows from Lemmas 9.6 and 9.9.
Note that for purposes of adjoints, W /W &. K
Theorem 13.4. S$ is nonzero in cohomology.
Proof. As noted in the previous section, the quotient operator is a
nonzero scalar on the set of minimal L & K-types. Thus all statements in
Section 11 will hold with suitable alterations with Q in place. K
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